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I. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

1. The I ivlng and working conditions of frontier workers have been the 
subject of a steady flow of studies and reports from the Economic 
and Socia I Commit tee, the European Par II ament and the European 
Commission. Following the recommendation made at the European 
Counc I I In Font a I neb I eau for a "Peop I e 's Europe", the European 
Commission tool< a fresh look at the subject as a whole and, In 
October 1985, presented a Communication to the Councl I, the 
European Pari lament and the ~ember States on the question of 
frontier populations (C0~/85/529 final), analysing the various 
problems and stating the European Commission's position on 
possible courses of action. 

In the meantime, the Economic and Social Committee (1) and the 
European Pari lament (2) have also re-addressed themselves to the 
subject. In 1989, eleven of the ~ember States adopted the Community 
Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers, which lists 
freedom of movement as one of these rights, (paragraph 3), Implying 
: " ... Improvement of the I ivlng and working conditions of frontier 
workers" . 

(1) Opinion on cross-frontier labour market problems; 88/C95/06, OJ C 
95 of 11.4.1988. 

(2) Resolution on transfrontler cooperation at the Internal borders of 
the Community. Part-session of 12 March 1987; EP 112.804; report on 
the problems of cross-frontier workers In the Community; Doc. A 
2/227/88 adopted on 16.12.1988. 
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As a result, the Commission provided, In Its action program 
relating to the Implementation of the Charter, and more precisely 
in Its programme of work for 1990, for an Initiative In the form of 
a new Communication to the Councl I on the I lvlng and working 
conditions of Community citizens residing In frontier regions and 
of frontier workers In particular. This Initiative ·1s alI the more 
Important given the like! lhood, on completion of the Internal 

'market, of a growing number of people who wll I make use of their 
'right to freedom of movement In the Community's many frontier 
regions, not to mention In Quite extensive geographical zones on 
either side of the frontiers. 

The decision to draw up a Communication may seem somewhat 
surprising at a time when the Community's Internal frontiers are 
about to become redundant and pI ans are beIng I aId to set up an 
Economic and Monetary Union. However, whl le these events are bound 
to have a major effect on the lives of people and workers In 
frontier regions, a lot of the current differences on either side 
of such frontiers are I lkely to remain part and parcel of everyday 
I lfe for some time yet. National and regional administrations wl 11 
remain distinct; social security systems wl I I stl I I differ, as WI I I 
education, vocational training, Infrastructure and housing 
pol icles, etc. For alI these reasons, the kind of rethink proposed 
.In this Communication Is needed despite the fact that the Internal 
frontiers are about to disappear. 

Nor should It be forgotten that frontier workers will 
affected than most by any delays In achieving the 
Community's objectives. 

be more 
European 

In considering future pol Icy, It Is Important to distinguish 
between the kind of problem which Is common to all people In the 
Community and those which are specific to frontier workers and/or 
people living In frontier regions. It Is the situation specific to 
frontier workers, and not to other Community citizens, which gave 
rise to this Communication. 

The Communication first sets out the concepts of frontier region 
and frontier worker and then various statistics. Then the 
Communication deals with populations resident In frontier regions 
and frontIer workers. It revIews the measures a I ready carrIed out 
and measures In hand and provides food for thought as regards areas 
where progress might be made In the future. 

The Annexe to the Communication describes the problems In greater 
detal I, distinguishing between populations resident In frontier 
regions (Part I) and frontier workers (Part I 1). 
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2. Frontier regions within the meaning of this communication are those 
regions situated on either side of a frontier between Member 
States, although reference wil I also be made to regions straddl log 
front lers between a Member State and a non-member country (e.g. 
Switzerland or Austria). The population In question may or may not 
be Community citizens. The concept of "frontier region" tends to be 
more varIable and wider than that of "front ler zone" as used In 
certain Community texts, e.g. on transport or tax and duty-free 
allowances. With modern communications being what they are, 
frontier regions might even at a pinch comprise a whole country 
(especially In the smaller Member States). In practical terms, the 
area covered by a frontier region wll I depend on local or regional 
government areas and the subject In question. 

It might be possible to deal with the problems facing people I tvlng 
In frontier regions by working out various forms of cooperation 
between the said regions not necessarl ly with a view to 
harmonizing I lvlng conditions; on the contrary, there are forms of 
cooperation which retain and confirm these multicultural regional 
differences. 

On the other hand, the pol Icy of encouraging greater economic and 
social cohesion Implies a more open and pragmatic use of economic 
and social Infrastructures In border areas, with access to all 
manner of services In these areas. 

While It Is not up to the Community to solve all the problems of 
front ler ·populatIons, the Commission feels that a good deal of 
thought needs to be given to problems which are common to a large 
number of people and workers In the Community. These people are 
part tcular ty affected by the creat ton of the Internal market and 
the disappearance of Internal borders, and account needs to be 
taken of progress made since the last Communication by the 
Commission to the Councl I In 1985. 
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·Part 1 of the annexe on populatIons res I dent In front ler regions 
considers the Community's regional pol Icy and such matters as 
employment development, health services, transport, tax and duty
free allowances, educatlo.,, vocational training, the role of the 
social partners In the frontier regions and cooperation between 
regional and local authorities. 

A frontier worker Is taken to be one who works In one Member State 
and l.lves In another to which he returns at least once a week, as 
·defined In a number of Community texts<n. We are talking here 
exclusively about Community nationals, although the general 
prob I ems of CommunIty workers In a non-~ember country will be 
touched on wherever necessary. 

In that regard, we should recal I the Commission's position set out 
'In the 1985 Communi cat ion: It was not advisable to establish a 
specific status for frontier workers. The completion of the single 
market and the attainment of Euro~ean union should solve the 
problems of frontier workers, although practical solutions could be 
·found for some problems at bilateral, Community and even 
International level. 
Part II of the annexa on front ler workers discusses such major 
topics as the rIght of resIdence, the cross-border job market, 
social security and tax schemes, monetary questions, vocational 
training, housing, Information In general and the special problems 
of frontier workers employed In non-member countries. · 

3. Statistics and cross-border flows 

It Is difficult to obtain precise figures on cross-border flows, 
which tend to be calculated differently from one country to another 
(e.g. In terms of reference dates and the national definition of 
"front ler workers"). They tend to be no more than by-products of 
more general administrative activities (e.g. social security, 
employment register, etc). 

(1) Article 8 (1.b) of Directive 68/360 on the abolition of 
restrictions on movement and residence within the Community for 
workers of Member States and their faml I ies. 
Article 1 (b/ vf Regulation (EEC) No l~v8/71 on the appl lcatlon of 
soc I a I secur 1 t y schemes to emp I oyed per sons and theIr f am I I I es 
moving within the Community. 
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Using the statistics avai lable(1), it is possible to put the 
number of frontier workers I lvlng In one ~ember State and working 
In another In 1987 (I.e. purely Intra-Community flows) at between 
110 000 and 120 000. Adding on frontier workers I lvlng In a 
Community country but working In a non-member country (excepting 
flows, from Denmark to Sweden, from Greece to neighbouring 
countries and from Italy to Yugoslavia), we get a figure of between 
240 000 and 260 000. 

In terms of purely Intra-Community flows, the biggest movements are 
between France and Germany (some 35 000). followed by flows from 
France, Belgium and the Federal Republic of Germany to Luxembourg 
(between 20 000 and 25 000 In al 1), between Belgium and the 
Netherlands (some 20 000), between Belgium and France (almost 15 
000) and from the Netherlands to the FRG (more than 10 000). These 
account for something I Ike 90% of all Intra-Community movements. 

Along one and the same border, movements may vary from one labour 
cachement area to another. The degree of economic development, 
natural frontiers and the absence of means of communication areal I 
obstacles which may be restricted to one part of a frontier region. 

Cross-border movements tend to be asymmetrical, depending mainly on 
Job opportunities, higher wages and social and tax advantages on 
one side of a border. For Instance, gross wages and salaries tend 
to be higher In the Federal Republ lc of Germany and stoppages lower 
In the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 

Cross-border worker flows are often Indicative of structural or 
economic disparities. To facl lltate analysis It would be useful to 
have reliable tools supplying statistics based .on specific criteria 
such as firms' areas of activity, occupation and age of workers, 
frontier zones, labour cachement area, etc. To this end, It would 
be a good Idea to have access to social security data on frontier 
workers so that statIstIcs cou I d be drawn up on t~e bas Is of 
predetermined criteria which were common to alI ~ember States. 

(1) Source Beatson Study (Doc. V/466/89). 
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The 1992 Community Labour Force Survey will Include Questions on 
the worker's place of residence and place of work. This wl 11 yield 
uniform Information on sex and age of worker, Qual lflcatlons, 
occupation and sector of activity at "NUTS II" level from 1993, 
~I though the current sampl lng rate wl I I restrict the rei tab! I lty of 
the results for frontier regions, unless the sampl log rate In those 
regions Is Increased. 
Work on the creation of an Infra-regional databank will yield 
Information on both workers and businesses In frontier regions. 

I I . CONS I PER AT IONS CONCERNING THE L IV I NG AND WORKING CONP IT IONS OF 
COMMUNITY CITIZENS RESIPENT IN FRONTIER REGIONS WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO FRONTIER WORKERS 

1. Regional Pol Icy 

There Is a longstanding and Increasing need for data and statistics 
to help us better understand and develop effect lve policies. In 
relation to cross-border flows, mention has already been made of 
the fact that the creation of an Infra-regional databank, the 
Community Labour Force Survey and Improved uti! lzatlon of national 
social data could help to make good the shortage of rei table data . 

The provision of specific data and Information Is also of special 
Interest In the context of regional pol Icy. To work out an 
appropriate regional pol Icy It Is necessary first of a! I to analyse 
and examine the potential, the complementary features and the 
requirements of the regions concerned. 

In frontier regions the European Community has helped to finance 
studies and pi rot projects with view to the creation of databanks, 
the analysts of economic structures, etc. With the same aim It ts 
backing the establ lshment of an observatory on cross-border 
cooperation In the Community. 

The Commission bel laves that regional pol Icy can make a substantial 
contribution to Improving the I tvlng and· working conditions of 
Community citizens Inhabiting frontier regions. 
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It supports transfrontler cooperation, particularly In the form of 
partnerships between the parties concerned. To that end the 
Commission has developed a Community Initiative, INTERREG, which 
covers a large range of fields, and funded cooperation, Information 
and contacts between frontier regions. As part of the observatory 
on cross-border cooperation, It Is also planned to set up a 
Community network of border regions, and to give them technical 
assistance. 

It Is envIsaged that these measures 
Intensified with a view to developing 
Integration between neighbouring regions. 
situation where economic activity within 
man-made frontiers. 

2. Training and vocational guidance 

should be pursued and 
the Interconnections and 
The aim Is to arrive at a 
Europe Is not Impeded by 

Training and vocational guidance are one of the key Items In 
frontier workers' demands. It goes without saying that training 
pI ays a decIsIve ro I e both as regards the mob I I I ty of the I abour 
force and the economic and sociocultural Integration of cross
border regions. In that connection, we must mention first of all 
that frontier workers benefit, under Community legislation, from 
the principle of non-discrimination on grounds of nationality In 
regard to vocational training In the country of employment. The 
Commission considers that the frontier worker must not be penal I zed 
because he Is resident In a country which Is not his country of 
employment. This flows from the principle of freedom of movement 
for workers within the Community enshrined In the Treaty of Rome. 

Nevertheless, this area Is not without difficulties: matching 
training and employment requirements on different sides of a 
border, access to educa t l on channe Is l n neIghbourIng countrIes, 
recognition of diplomas and occupational qual lflcatlons, I lngulstlc 
differences. 

The Community has made major advances here. The Community's 
structural Funds provide active support for transfrontler measures 
regarded as priorities (see by way of example the INTERREG 
programme and the ESF Guldel lnes). 
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The Commission also takes cross-border aspects Into consideration 
In Its training and vocational guidance programmes. Programmes such 
as FORCE, TRANSITION and PETRA establIsh cooperative I Inks In this 
field between frontier regions. The Commission Is encouraging the 
preparation of a handbook on guidance centres In the Member States 
9n the basis of case studies on cooperation between guidance 
services In frontier regions. 

In view of the I lngufstlc problems encountered, the Commission has 
,I aunched the L I NGUA programme and Is to take spec If I c measures as 
part of the INTERREG programme. 

As far as rules and regulations are concerned, mention must be made 
. of the significant progress achieved on the recognition of diplomas 

(Directive 89/48/EC on a general system for the recognition of 
higher-education diplomas awarded on completion of professional 
education and training of at least three years' duration). A 
second complementary directive concerning vocational training of 
less than three years' duration Is now on the Councf I table. 
The Commission Is also pursuing Its work on the equivalence of 
vocational training qualifications of special Interest to frontier 
workers. 

Aside from the European Community, significant measures are also 
being undertaken In relation to education and vocational training 
at regional level. Indeed, education and training Is one of the 
most Important fields of cross-border cooperation. 

The Commission encourages measures, which take good account of 
regional structures, dynamics and requirements In a number of areas 
(employment, training, technology, the economy). 

3. Employment 

The abel 1tion of frontiers within the Community opens up new 
prospects In the field of employment, particularly for 
transfrontter regions. 
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It Is forecast that establishment of the single market wl 11 
Increase workers' mob I I tty within the Community. To fact I I tate such 
mobl I lty, the Commission has started reorganizing the SEDOC system, 
no longer adapted to the current state of the European_ labour 
market. In that context the Commission has given Its support to 
the setting-up of a specific border-area-oriented Instrument, JET, 
which provides for the exchange of Job vacancies and appl !cations 
between the pub I lc employment services on either side of the border 
In the Dutch/German EUREGIO. For the same purpose the Commission 
has a I so organ I zed meetIngs and semInars wIth pI acement agenc tes 
located In frontier regions. 

The Community's structural Funds also give top priority to cross
border schemes designed to create Jobs. The Commission Intends to 
pursue Its measures In thIs fIe I d and to genera II ze them 1 f they 
prove va I I d. 

However, It Is believed that the abolition of the Internal 
frontiers will have a short-term negative Impact on employment 
(for example, In customs offices and In services directly or 
Indirectly connected therewith). The Community has taken account 
of possible Job losses resulting from attainment of the Internal 
market In preparing some of Its programmes (INTERREG, for example). 

A number of temporary employment businesses operate on the cross
border labour market. The current situation here has revealed the 
need for Community rules. 

For that purpose the Commission's action programme provides for the 
adoption of a directive o~ part-time, fixed-term and temporary 
employment relationships and for a Community Instrument on working 
conditions appl !cable to workers from another State performing work 
In the host country In the framework of the free movement of 
services. On the first point It should be noted that the 
Commission proposed recently to the Councl I three directives. 

4. Social protection 

Under the regulations on social security for migrant workers, 
frontier workers enjoy certain benefits which do not apply to other 
migrant workers. This Is true of sickness Insurance, for frontier 
workers may claim benefits In kind In the country of residence or 
In the country of employment. 
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This does not apply to members of their faml I les (save In the case 
of bilateral agreements), nor to retired frontier workers. This 
gap In coverage Is resented above all by the latter who, during 
their. working lives, acQuired certain habits In their country of 
employment. It would be advisable to examine whether pensioners 
could continue to enjoy health care In their former country of 
employment. 

M~reover. residents In frontier regions, I Ike residents of any 
other region, can receive health care In another Member State only 
In an emergency, or with the authorization of their sickness fund. 
Steps might be taken to do away with prior authorization for 
frontier residents, for example by means of agreements between the 
competent Institutions, as has already occurred In certain regions 
(Belgium-France, Netherlands-Belgium, Spain-France). 

Not only would that be beneficial to the persons concerned, It 
would also encourage optimum use of health care resources on both 
sides of the frontier. 

Some frontier workers experience difficulties when they Qual lfy for 
ear I y retIrement under agreements or statut9ry provIsIons. Ear I y 
retirement schemes fa I I beyond the scope of Community regulations. 
The Councl I should adopt without delay the proposal for a 
regulation which the Commission sent In 1980. 

Further problems encountered by front ler workers result from the 
differences In the laws of the country of employment and those of 
the country of residence. Convergence of the objectives of social 
security systems, as provided for. In the Commission's action 
programme Implementing the Charter of Fundamental Rights, could 
rei leve these problems In the long term. 

Lastly, special attention should be paid to the situation of 
frontier workers employed In non-Community countries. 
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5. Legal status of frontier worKers under Eurooean law 

Frontier workers are migrant workers. They are accordingly covered 
by the Community legislation on freedom of movement for workers 
within the Community. They have the right of residence In the 
country of employment and must be treated on an equal footing with 
workers of that country. 

The advances made towards a "People's Europe" should help to solve 
a number of problems. A Community citizen who was not a national of 
his Member State of residence did not have a right of residence In 
that Member State If he exercised an economic activity In another 
Member state or In a non-Community country. The directive of 28 
June· 1990 on the r lght of residence covers, In pr lnclple, that 
situation; Its entry Into force, however, Is set only for 30 June 
i992. 
The CommunitY rules on the right to remain make specific provision 
for front ler workers. Consider at 1on could be given to easing the 
conditions for granting th1s right to frontier workers. 

The Community has also taken the specific situation of frontier 
workers Into account In other fields, provided that different 
treatment was warranted on object lve grounds. This applies 'for 
example, to social se~urlty and taxation, duty and tax-free 
a I I owances. 

6. Direct taxation 

Taxation Is one of the major problems facing frontier workers. 

It Is now governed by bl lateral agreements between the Member 
States or with non-member countries aimed at preventing double 
taxation of Income. These agreements are based on the principle 
that taxation must be payable either In the cour.try of work or In 
the country of residence. Nevertheless, frontier workers QUite 
often feel that the current tax rules discriminate against them. 
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As early as 1979, the Commission attempted to find a satisfactory 
solution to the problems arising In this connection. The proposal 
for a directive It presented Is stl I I stuck In the Councl I. 
Considering that adoption of the text as It now stands Is unl lkely 
In the near future, the CommIssIon Is now I ook I ng Into how the 
proposal could be remodelled. At the same t lme, the Comml'sslon 
!ntends to continue with measures to el lmlnate discrimination under 
certain national tax rules detrimental to frontier workers. 

7. Monetary guestlons 

A further problem that frontier workers encounter Is connected with 
monetary matters (transfers of Income, bank accounts In the country 
of employment, exchange rates, and so on). These quest Ions were 
examined In depth In the Commission's first communication on 
front ler workers. Since then considerable progress has been made 
towards economic and monetary Integration within the Community, as 
evidenced by the Community rules on the progressive I lberal lzatlon 
of capital movements and the European Council's decision of May 
1990 to establIsh Economic and Monetary Union by stages. 

These problems should accordingly be solved In that context. 
Difficult les will, however, remain for frontier workers employed 
In non-Community countries. Although the creation of the European 
Economic Space might bring solutions to these problems, specific 
r'ules will be required to deal with the situation of Ccnmunlty 
f.rontler workers employed In neighbouring Eastern European 
countries. 

8. Transport 

Transport 
r·es I dent's 
regions. 

Is a sector of vital 
da 1 I y I I fe and to 

lmpor tance both 
the Integration 

In the front ler 
of cross-border 

Aside from the establ lshment of the necessary Infrastructure, which 
Is within the context of regional pol Icy, the Commission bel !eves 
that the I lberal lzatlon of the provision of services In the cross
border transport sector will be of obvious Interest for people 
living in frontier regions.The Commission has submitted to the 
Councl I proposals for such I lberal lzatlon. 
In addItIon to those measures, progress shou I d be made towards 
Improved coordination of national and regional transport services 
(time tables, connections, tickets, etc.). This could be achieved 
through greater cooper at lon between the competent transport 
authorities. 
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Other Community act ion In the field of transport wl r r facilitate 
dally life for people living In frontier regions. One Initiative 
concerns use In one Member State of means of transport registered 
In another Member state. 
Adoption of the proposal amending the directive on driving licences 
should definitively settle the problems of Interpretation arising 
under the current rules and dispense Community citizens from the 
obligation to exchange their driving licences when transferring 
their place of residence to another Member State. 

9. Information 

Frontier workers are tied In both to the country of residence and 
the country of employment and are accordingly covered by two 
different systems and sets of rules. Neither the abolition of 
frontiers, nor the establ lshment of the single market wl I I do away 
with all the problems they have to face, for harmonization at 
Community level of national rules In various fields (for example 
social security, taxation, etc.) has not yet been achieved and It 
would seem that this Is unl lkely In the near future. 

Because of the diversity and complexity of the national rules 
frontier workers require accurate Information on their rights and 
dut les. Moreover, front ler workers have to face var lous pract leal 
problems (accommodation, transport, etc.) on the other side of the 
border; they find themselves In a different environment with a 
different standard of living, organization, etc. Frontier workers 
have to accept such differences; It Is certainly up to them to 
weigh the advantages of finding work, often relatively better paid, 
and the possible pros and cons of different national systems. 
However, In order to enab I e cross-border workers to choose between 
the alternatives with full knowledge of the facts, better 
Information Is required on a wide range of topics. 

The European Community has taken account of this requirement In 
the measures In hand to revIse the SEDOC system. The proposed 
Introduction of Euro-Counsellors should also be of considerable 
help In attaining this aim. 
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Alongside the Community action, Information can also be 
disseminated efficiently by means of Increased cooperation 
between national authorities at various levels and In the context 
of a cross-border partnership bringing together· the various 
players on the scene such as the two sides of Industry, social and 
occupational organizations, the associations concerned, etc. The 
CommIssIon Is act I ve I y encouragIng such In It I at I ves (for ex amp I e 
the proposed establishment within the PACTE (Nord-Pas-de-Calais -
Halnaut Euroreglon) of an Instrument providing Information and 
assistance for frontier workers). Furthermore, the Commission 
considers that trade union delegates are well placed to play an 
Important role In providing informat lon for front ler workers and 
that they should receive suitable training for this purpose. 

10. Cross-border cooperation 

It Is clearly demonstrated in the preceding sections concerning 
specific areas that Increased cross-border cooperation could to a 
large extent Improve the living and working conditions of persons 
resident In frontier regions. In fact, such cooperation could be 
regarded as the positive counterpart to the abo! ltlon of frontiers 
enshrined In the Single European Act. In line with that approach, 
the frontier regions would not only act as tel !tales of the state 
of play In the construction of Europe, but also as testbeds for 
European lntegrat!on. 

Cross-border cooperation can be organized In various ways. 

A first possibility would be Information and consultation 
procedures for persons living In frontier regions In relation to 
each decision or measure taken at national, regional or local level 
that could have repercussions on the other side of the border. 
Various fields could be covered, for example, town and country 
planning, the environment, the setting-up of social and health 
Infrastructure, and so on. Prior consultation should help to 
prevent any duplication of local community facilities, to achieve 
coordination of measures undertaken between regions, etc. 

A closer form of cooperation would be Joint study and planning. 
Such cooperation could cover such areas as training, transport, 
utilities, etc. 
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Cross-border cooperation could be organized by way of a partnership 
grouping together various socio-economic operators, publ lc 
services, private associations, the two sides of Industry, etc. 
Moreover, Interregional trade union committees have been set up; 
they aim to strengthen cooperation between trade unionists In 
frontier regions. 

The Commission encourages and actively supports these Initiatives. 
To that end It gives priority to measures having a transfrontler 
dimension. 

In the context of INTERREG the Commission Is backing the 
Institutionalization of transfrontler cooperation by giving 
prlor'lty to projects concerning the setting up or development of 
joint Institutional or administrative structures. 

In addition, In 1988 the Commission established the Consultative 
Councl 1 of Regional and Local Authorities to advise on the 
development and Implementation of Community policies from the local 
and regional perspective. 

The Commission Is now looking Into the advlsabll tty. of Introducing 
a Community legislative Instrument to facl lltate the conclusion of 
cooperation agreements between regional and local authorities. 

This examination must be viewed In the I lght of the abovementioned 
developments. 
Under that approach, the frontier regions wl I I be testing grounds 
for the development of cooperation networks between neighbouring 
countries. The next stage would be to use these pilot schemes to 
put such networks In contact wIth other CommunIty networks as a 
next large step towards completion of the Internal market. 
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I I I . Cone I us I on 

In the 1 lght of the foregoing It may be said that much progress has 
been made since the Commission's first communication concerning the 
residents of frontier regions. Many new Community measures are also 
under way. In addition, the Commission Is taking the appropriate 
steps to ensure the proper appllcat lon of the Community rules In 
force whenever necessary. Without casting any doubt on the 
conclusion reached In the 1985 communication, I.e. that there was 
no need for a specific status for frontier workers, and pending the 
completion of the Internal market and Economic and Monetary Union, 
the Commission takes a view that further advances could be made In 
certain areas. 

In addition to Community measures In the field of legislation, the 
Commission will continue to focus on cross-border aspects In the 
development of Its various pol lcles <vocational training, regional 
pol Icy, etc.). The Commission feels that emphasis should be placed 
on proximity (physical, economic, social and cultural), so that 
borders are no longer seen as lines dividing regions and systems, 
but rather as points of contact and cooperation between these 
regions and the people living there. To this end It Is fostering 
cooperation between the parties Involved and at various levels. It 
Is encouraging meetings between national and regional authorities 
specifically to discuss employment, training, taxation and social 
matters. The Commission bel !eves that many of the problems faced 
by front ler workers could be solved If adeQuate lnformat I on were 
aval !able, and It Is to continue Its efforts to obtain the 
reQuisite technical and human resources. It also believes It would 
be useful to have a sort of ombudsman to provide Information, 
find solutions to specific cases and Identify problems which the 
Introduction of national or bl lateral regulations could resolve. 

In forwarding this communication giving Its views on the I lvlng and 
working conditions of the residents of frontier regions and 
frontier workers, the Commission hopes to stimulate constructive 
discussion on the subject aimed at drawing up new Community 
measures. 
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I. POPULATIONS RESIDENT IN FRONTIER REGIONS 

I .1 Regional pol IcY 

The fundamental aim of the Community In pursuing the objective of a 
single Internal market Is to achieve a situation where economic 
activity within Europe Is not distorted by man-made borders. It 
has been recognized that, while the single market process will 
bring benefits to alI regions of the Community, border regions have 
particular problems which require special assistance. 

These regions have been seriously affected In the past by 
distortions arising from the fact that economic and physical 
planning has traditionally been undertaken In a national context. 
Infrastructure networks and pub I lc services In border regions have 
therefore been developed with I lttle regard for what existed on the 
other side of national frontiers. A special effort Is therefore 
needed to facl I I tate the I Inking of Infrastructure networks across 
borders, to encourage joint economic and physical planning and to 
establish commercial patterns that reflect the natural economy of 
border regions Irrespective of national borders. 

People living In frontier regions have a number of problems and 
aspirations In which regional pol Icy can play a part. Over recent 
years, the regions have taken on more and more Importance as the 
appropriate place for studying, evaluating, and solving problems of 
the frontier populations more efficiently than at national level . 
The fact 1s that there are a lot of frontier regions with similar 
problems which can be tackled more effectively by fostering a sense 
of co-operation. At Community level, the Commission gives Its 
backing to this kind of regional approach Involving multi
discipl !nary cooperation between publ lc authorities, firms and 
private associations. 

In this respect, the Commission Is engaged In three main activities 
directly related to the promotion of cross-border coopera~lon and 
to assisting Internal and external border areas of the Community. 
These are based on the Councl I Regulations governing the structural 
funds, which make special ~ention of border regions. 
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(1) The preparation of INTERREG- a Community Initiative In favour 
of border areas within the meaning of Article 11 of Regulation 
(EEC) No 4253/8~ and Article 3.2 of Regulation (EEC) No 
4254/88. 

(2) The Implementation of pilot projects and studies to promote and 
fac I II tate cross-border co-oper at I on, part I y fInanced by the 
Community under Article· 10 of the ERDF Regulation (EEC) No 
4254/88. 

( 3) The estab II shment of a European Observatory on cross-border 
cooperation. 

INTERBEG 

The Commission decided on 13 March 1990 to set up a Community 
Initiative to assist border areas and encourage cross-border co
operation as part of the movement towards a single market by 1992. 
The alms of the Initiative are: 

to assist both Internal and external border areas of the 
Community In overcoming the special development problems 
arising from their relative Isolation within national economies 
and within the Community as a whole, In the Interests of the 
local population and In a manner compatible with the protection 
of the environment; 

to promote the creatIon and development of networks of co
operation across Internal borders, and, where relevant, the 
linking of these networks to wider Community networks, In the 
context of the completion of the Internal market of 1992; 

to assist the adjustment of external border areas to their new 
role as border areas of a single Integrated market. 

In providing Community assistance· under the INTERREG Initiative, 
the Commission wl I I accord priority to proposals which Include the 
establ lshment or development of shared Institutional or 
administrative structures Intended to widen and deepen cross-border 
cooperation between publ lc agencies, private organizations and 
voluntary bodies. · 
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Measures assIsted under the 1 nIt 1 at I ve w I II be desIgned to have 
their main development Impact on the population of the border areas 
el lglble under this Initiative. Particular attention wll I be given 
to creating alternative employment opportunities In areas where 
sIgnIfIcant Job I osses may arIse due to changes In customs and 
other border-related activities following the completion of the 
I nterna I market. 

As regards measures to promote cooperation between Internal 
border areas of the Community, the following actions may be 
assisted: studies treating border areas as an Integrated 
geographical unit; aid to SMEs with special reference to the 
development of cross-border networks; provision of local water, gas 
and 'electricity suppl les and local telecommunications; common 
development of Infrastructures; Improved communications; 
environmental protection; cooperation In education and vocational 
training; the protection of the environment, the establishment of 
organizations and bodies to facilitate cross-border contact as wei I 
as language training for this purpose, actions with a cross-border 
dimension In the field of tourism, agriculture, employment, etc. 

The INTERREG programme also provides for Community assistance for 
certain actions with regard to Community external borders . 
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PILOT PROJECTS AND STUDIES UNPER ARTICLE 10 OF THE ERPE REGULATION 

Article 10 of the ERDE Regulation (EEC) No 4254/88 states that 
Community assistance may be provided to pilot projects to encourage 
the pool lng of experience and development cooperation between 
d'fferent Community regions, especially border regions. In 
addlt !on, line 5412 of the Community budget provides for funding 
for measures to promote cooperation and the exchange of Information 
and .contact between the reg Ions of the CommunIty. 

Under these provisions a series of pilot projects and studies was 
launched with Community support In 1989 (relating to such regions 
as the Spanish-Portuguese border and a large number of pi lot 
schemes In the Ems-Dollart region (0/NL), the Eureglo Meuse-Rhlne 
(NL/B/D), the Eureg!o (0/NL), Saar-Lor-Lux-Trier/Western Palatinate 
(0/E/L), the Wallonla-Nord Pas-de Calais region (8/E) and many 
others. 

OBSERVATORY ON CROSS-BORPER COOPERATION IN THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 

The European Commission has recently reached agreement with the 
Associ at ion of European Border Regions (AEBR) on sett lng up an 
observatory on cross-border cooperation In Europe which will be 
partly funded under Article 10 of the ERDE regulation. The project 
wl I I begin In the second half of 1990 for an Initial period of 3 
years. 

In order to achieve Its objectives the observatory wl I I organize a 
wide range of activities such as technical assistance to border 
regions, a Community data base on cross-border cooperation, a 
Community-wide network of border regions, and a pub! iclty and 
Information programme. 

The observatory wl I I be managed on behalf of participating regions 
and the European Commission by the Association of European Border 
Regions. 
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1.2 Employment development 

Developing and creating employment Is one of the Community's most 
Important objectives. The Community structural funds In 
particular the Social Fund and the Regional Fund- accord high 
priority to projects of a cross-border nature. One specific example 
of this Is the "POle Europ~en de D~veloppement" (PED) covering the 
region Athus (8), Longwy (F) and Rodange (L). The PED was set up In 
1986 with the pr lnclpal aim of redeveloping the economy- and 
creating 8 000 jobs In the region over a 10-year period from 1986 
to 1995. Currently, upwards of 2 800 Jobs have been created, plus a 
further 1 200 Jobs which received no ERDF ald. 

Other projects are In progress or have been completed, e.g. 

RhOne Alpes-Piedmont; 

the Franco-BelgIan European transfront I er act I on programmemes 
(PACTE: Nord-Pas de Calals-Halnault; ARDENNES: French Ardennes
Wa I I on I a). 

The cooperative effort Involving Kent In the UK and Nord-Pas de 
Calais In France centring on the Channel Tunnel Infrastructure Is 
founded not only on Community structural funds but also on new 
cultural and I lngulstlc relations which tended to be conspicuous by 
their absence before. 

The development of cooperation between public authorities, trade 
unions, employers and professional organizations, etc. at both 
Intra- and Inter-regional levels In a variety of fields (e.g. 
training, Information and SMEs) and sectors (e.g. tourism, 
agriculture and technology) wl I I have positive effects on the 
employment market. The abel It len of frontiers In the European 
Community opens up new perspectives, especially for cross-border 
regions. Cooperation on a wide front would seem the best way to 
minimize risks and successfully meet the challenge. 
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CompletIon of the Internal market In 1992 will br lng wl th It 
shifts In the structure of employment by sectors and regions. As 
Internal frontiers are done away with, the employment structure In 
frontIer areas Is expected to be affected. At the moment, It Is 
difficult to say what changes might occur, which Is why the 
Commission has Indicated In Its action programme accompanying the 
Implementation of the Community Charter of the Fundamental Social 
Rights of Workers that Its annual employment report wl I I cover the 
de,ve lopment of emp I oyment In the CommunIty, IncludIng deta I I ed 
analysis of specific aspects, In which the frontier regions will 
obviously feature. This report Is supplemented by the "Sysdem" 
Bullet In, which comes out four times a year and features additional 
Information and documentation on employment Issues In the 
CommunIty. 

One Immediate consequence of getting rid of Internal frontiers Is a 
loss of Jobs In customs offices and - directly or Indirectly - In 
related services. 

Customs and/or fiscal operations are not carried on only at the 
Internal or external frontiers of the Community, since these 
operations could equally wl II be done In Customs Bureaux anywhere 
on Community territory. The fact remains, though, that customs 
offices do tend to be In frontier regions and the effect of the 
advent of the single market wl II be job losses and/or retraining 
for customs professionals. 

Estimates In the sector put the number of customs and 
administrative staff thus affected at some 85 000 for the Community 
as a whole as at 31 December 1992. A substantial proportion of 
these jobs will be In frontier regions. A number of spin-off 
activities will suffer from the closure of customs offices at 
Internal frontiers, e.g. cafes and restaurants, business services, 
etc. 

The situation of customs agents Is difficult to determine, despite 
discussions with their representatives, because of the specific 
structure of the sector. The Community structural Funds could 
usefully be used, via the national authorities, to Identify 
problems and seek solutions; specific studies on the situation of 
customs agents would also be helpful. 
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The Community has taken Into consideration the anticipated Job 
losses as a result of the Internal market, and some of Its 
programmes (e.g. INTERREG, FORCE) give priority to proJects 
designed to assist persons directly or Indirectly affected by the 
cessation of economic activities related to transfrontler 
movements. 

I .3 Access to health services 

At CommunIty I eve I , he a It h care protect I on and access to he a 1 t h 
services depends on the status of the Individual In the frontier 
population. Coverage Is provided for workers, members of their 
famll'les, pensioners or other non-active persons, or frontier 
workers and theIr fam II les . In most cases, other members of the 
resident population enJoy no such cover. 

This unequal spread derives from the fact that the Community 
regulations on social securltyC1), based on Article 51 of the 
Treaty, seek to coordinate the various national schemes In terms of 
freedom of movement of workers and not of persons (cf. I I I .3). 

However, with a view to Implementation of the social dimension of 
the Internal market and the creation of a "People's Europe", the 
Commission Is currently drawing up proposals for extending the 
scope of these regulations - especially as regards sickness and 
maternity- to alI Insured persons In a Member State. 

At the moment, residents (workers or their families) Insured In 
a Member State whose health condition requires Immediate treatment 
whl le he or she Is on the territory of another Member State has a 
right to the benefits In kind provided by the Institution In that 
place. 

There Is also a dec tarat ion In the Council minutes providing for 
Member States to adopt measures to ensure that persons other than 
employed and self-employed persons are covered by these provisions. 
More particularly, and as a temporary measure bearing In mind the 
urgent need for social protection on the part of students covered 
by the "Erasmus" programmeme, such students may, If Insured In a 
Member State, and despite not being classed as workers or members 
of a worker's family, use form E111(2). 

(1) R~gulatlon (EEC) No 1408/71 on the application of social security 
schemes to employed persons, to self-employed persons and to 
members of their families moving within the Community and the 
Implementing Regulation (EEC) No 574/72. 

(2) This form gives access to emergency health care In a Member State 
other than that In which the person Is Insured. 
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In the I lght of a Recommendation by the Councl I of ~fnlsters, form 
E111 may eventually be replaced by a European emergency health care 
card. 

The residents (workers or their families) may go to a different 
~ember State to the one In which they are Insured to receive 
treatment appropriate to their condition, on condition that they 
have been authorized to do so by the competent Institution. 
Authorization may be refused If the competent ~ember State's 
legislation does not provide for the saJd treatment or If the 
treatment can be obtained within a normal period In the competent 
~ember State. 

Thfs·hlghly restrictive clause has been subject to a great deal of 
criticism both from patients and from health care establ lshments. 

It must be borne In mind, though, that frontier workers and - In 
most cases - members of their faml I les may obtain treatment either 
In the country of residence or In the country of employment (cf. 
I I. 3). 

Consideration could therefore also be given to revising the 
provisions In the sense of getting rid of the need for 
au~horlzation, but adding a eel I lng for the value of health 
services, which would not be allowed to exceed the amount provided 
for In the ~ember State of employment. This would eliminate the 
financial risk from the point of view of the competent Institution. 

A change along these lines would enable people living In frontier 
regions and working and living In one and the same ~ember State 
(I.e. not frontier workers as such) and members of their families 
to choose to seek health care in any ~ember State. It would also be 
appl !cable to frontier workers working In ~ember State A and I Jvlng 
In ~ember State B c Jose to the border to ~ember State C where, 
under current regulations, they may not seek health care. 

Initially, exercising this right might be subject to geographical 
restrictions and be appl lcable only to frontier populations. 
Eventually, though, It might allow any person Insured In a Member 
State to have free access to hea I th care servIces In any other 
~ember State. 



An alternative, more modest solution would be to have the competent 
Institution Issue the requisite authorization for renewable periods 
to any person covered by the RegulatIon's scope and llv lng In a 
frontier region. The present situation Is that authorizations have 
to be requested on an ad hoc basts. 

At any event, this Is a highly del lcate matter, given Its financial 
and social lmpl lcatlons. It wl I I need to be examined very carefully 

Some frontier zones are subject to bl lateral agreements or 
provisions specific to each Member State and Included In the 
legislation on sickness lnsurance<1) allowing people to benefit 
from health care on the other side of the border. Normally, these 
provl·slons concern populations living In zones within some 20 km of 
the border. 

To take a few examples: 

In Belgjum, the sickness Insurance scheme at lows people I lvlng 
In frontier regions to seek health care within a radius of up 
to 25 km from their home provided that there Is no similar 
establ lshment In Belgium which Is closer. 

Under a French agreement of 1961, Insured persons from' the 
French Moselle are authorized to undertake cure treatment In 
the spa town of Mondorf-les-Balns In Luxembourg. 
Again In France, an agreement dating from 1976 with a child 
guidance centre In St. Mard In the Belgian province of 
Luxembourg provIdes for fac I I It I es to be made ava II ab I e to 
handicapped children, with priority to children from the 
frontier regions of Ardenne, Meuse, Meurthe and Moselle. 
The Tourcolng medical Insurance fund wl I I pay the accommodation 
expen~es for patients from Hal louin (France) at the maternity 
se.ctlon of the Menln hospital In Belgium, as well as Belgian 
surgeons' fees In the event of compl !cations during chi ldblrth. 

(1) Study on access to health care and social protection provisions In 
frontier zones, 1990- Association lnternatlonale de Ia Mutual lte, 
Geneva. 
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In the Netherlands, the General Sickness lnsu.ance Fund for 
western Brabant and Zeeland Flanders authorizes persons I lvlng 
In the Zeeland part of Flanders to obtain health care In two 
Belgian hospitals (the University Hospital of Ghent and the St. 
Jean General Hospital In Bruges). 

In ,S..Q.aJn, there Is an agreement between Vlalla Hospital and a 
French hospital for the transfer of patients In cases where the 
Spanish hospital does not have the requisite facl I I ties. 

These examples show that there are ways and means at national, 
regl.onal and local levels to facilitate access to health care 
for the people of frontier regions and that these could 
undoubtedly be extended to other regions. 
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1.4 Transport (Including Indirect taxation- drlylng I lcencesl 

A sector of vital Importance for the population living In frontier 
regions and for the Integration of cross-border regions Is that of 
transport. 

With regard to persons, the geographic proximity of frontier 
regions creates a strong need for trans-frontier mobl I lty for 
reasons of an economic, educational, cultural and tourist nature. 

Trans-frontier transport services, being International In nature, 
are r·egulated by Community legislation and by bilateral agreements. 
In accordance with the Community regulations on the International 
carriage of passengers by road, most occasional (tourist) services 
are not subJect to prior authorisation, ·Whl le shuttle and regular 
services are. In the case of regular services, which Is the sector 
or most relevance to persons living In "frontier regions, 
authorisation to run a service cannot always be obtained. The 
Commission submitted a proposal to the Council In 1987 to Introduce 
the freedom to provide services In the coach sector. This proposal 
would facl I ltate the establishing of services and so be of special 
Interest to persons In frontier areas. Unfortunately, the Councl I 
has not yet decided on lt. 

Besides this action, significant progress could also be made 
through the common organization and better coordination of national 
or regional transport services (timetables, connections, tickets, 
etc.). For this It Is Important to establish close cooperation 
between the competent authorities at local, regional, and national 
levels. 

International 
by bilateral 
consideration 
authorisation 
operations. 

road freight Is governed by Community legislation and 
agreements. An EEC directive of 1962(1) takes Into 

the cross-border d·lmens I on by exemptIng from 
and from Quota systems certain frontier transport 

There are also exemptions from Community Regulations 
N'. 3820/85(2) and 3821/85(3), on working and rest periods of 
the drivers of goods and passenger vehicles and their use of 
tachographs, which may be useful for frontier workers travelling 
short distances. 

(1) O.J. N'. L 70 of 6.8.1962, p. 2005 
(2) O.J. N' L 370 of 31.12.1985, p. 1 
(3) O.J. N'. L 370 of 31.12.1985, p. 8 
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Indirect taxation and transport 

Another area where action could be taken to fact I !tate the I lvlng 
conditions of Community nationals and especially of people In 
frontier regions whl le promoting European Integration, concerns the 
use In one Member State of private means of transport registered In 
another Member State. 

The Commission (Com(90)182 final) has proposed that during a 
transitional period 1993 to 1996- the sales of new passenger 
vehicles should be taxed In respect of their acquisition In the 
Member State of use, where the first registration on a permanent 
basis takes place. 

Thus, during this period at least the need will still exist for 
rules allowing a citizen of a Member State to drive, In his country 
of residence, a passenger vehicle which has been temporarl ly 
Imported and which Is reglstrered In another Member State of the 
Community. For this reason, the Commission has proposed that 
Directive 83/182/EEC on tax exemptions within the Community for 
certain means of transport temporar lly Imported Into one Member 
State from another shal I only cease to have effect on 31 December 
1996. 

However, consIderIng that the current ru I es governIng temporary 
admission are too restrictive, In 1987, the Commission put forward 
a proposal to liberalize Directive 83/182/EEC. The main areas of 
I lberal lzatlon are related to the re-hire of private-vehicles, the 
extension of the professional ties In another Member State, the 
ex tens l_on of the exempt I on to persons other than the one who has 
temporarily Imported the vehicle, the use of company cars, the use 
by students, the immobl I lzatlon abroad and short term hire. 

In accordance with EEC Regulation No 4060/89 concerning the 
el imlnatlon of technical barriers to trade, about a dozen controls 
(based on either Community or national legislation) no longer need 
to be carried out at the frontier Itself. 
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Unfortunately even after the Ledoux Judgement<l) (Case 127/86) 
the Councl I was unable to adopt these changes. However eight Member 
States have declared that these changes will be Introduced Into 
their national legislation under an Article In the Directive that 
allows for more liberal treatment. The Commission has announced 
that It will, according to Its responsibility, see to the correct 
application by the Member States of the principles laid down by 
Community Law. 

In addition, passenger-carrying taxis and coaches can currently be 
stopped at lntr~-Communlty borders to pay VAT on the Journey within 
the Member State to be crossed. These difficulties arise from the 
fact that, according to the 6th VAT directive, transport Is taxed 
according to distance covered In each Member State. The fact that 
some Member States 'do not apply the VAT Is due only to a temporary 
waiver which wl I I be anul led (art. 28, para. 5 of the above 
directive). 

Aware of the difficulties faced by taxis and coaches arising from 
fiscal frontiers, and the territorial rules applying to VAT on 
transport, the Commission In 1987 proposed that alI passenger 
transport be taxed only In the Member State where the journey 
began. Thus neither taxis nor coaches would be halted at borders. 
This proposal falls within the definitive rules on taxation and 
should enter Into force as of 1.1.93. 

The Commission additionally recognises the social Importance of 
passenger transport for which It proposes a reduced VAT rate of 
between 4 % and 9 %. 

(1) In this case the EC Court of Justice held that Community law denies 
the levy of VAT by a Member State when a motorvehlcle Is used by a 
frontier worker In the said Member State within his work. contract 
to do his work, and by extension, for leisure purposes also when 
the said vehicle belongs to an employer established In another 
Member State where the VAT has been paid. 
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or lying I lcences 

One matter which may seem somewhat specific, but which Is of great 
Importance to the everyday lives of people In front ler regions, 
concerns the recognItIon In ne lghbour lng countr les of a drIvIng 
licence Issued by a Member State. This matter Is regulated at 
Community level by the Directive on the Introduction of a Community 
driving llcence<2>. This provides for the mutual recognition by 
the Member States of national driving I lcences and the exchange of 
driving licences by holders transferring their normal place of 
residence from one Member State to another within a maximum of one 
year from the actual move. 

How 'the normal place of residence Is defined Is particularly 
Important, especially In the case of frontier workers, but also for 
students and other persons (e.g. retired people) spending a certain 
per tod of the year In a dl fferent Member State. The Quest ion Is 
where these people have their normal place of residence. According 
to the Commission, their place of residence Is In the Member State 
In which they have their personal ties, which means that a frontier 
worker does not have to ask for his driving I lcence to be exchanged 
fqr one Issued by the country In which he Is employed. 

It Is worth mentioning here the new proposal for a Directive on the 
driving !lcence<3>, which should give a definitive ruling In all 
cases. The Directive defines what Is meant by "normal residence" 
and abol !shes the need for people to exchange their driving I lcence 
when they transfer their place of residence to another Member 
State. 

(2) Di'rectlve 80/1263/EEC of 4.12.1980 
(3) COM (88) 705 final of 13.1.1989, OJ C 48 of 27.2.1989 
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1 .5 Tax and dyty-free allowances 

The removal on 1.1.93 of the limitations on tax-paid purchase In 
al 1 Member States by Community travellers wl I I have a considerable 
Impact on the free movement of people within the Community. 
Indeed, as from that day the tax on a II purchases - wl th the 
exception of new private cars- will be estabi lshed by the vendor, 
at the rate and under the conditions of the country where the goods 
originated. This I lberal lsatlon wl I I be preceded by a progressive 
Increase In the current allowances, I.e. according to the 
Commission proposal, by doubling Quantitative I imlts currently In 
force for goods subject to excise and VAT such as alcohol and 
tobac·co etc., and Quadrupling the limits In force on goods subject 
to VAT. A similar llberallsatlon Is also planned for the reduced 
allowances for people residing In zones border log another Member 
State. 

For those residents In frontier-zones with. third countries, tax and 
duty-free allowances for purchases In those countries are also 
planned, albeit on a more modest scale. 

In addition, residents of border regions with third countries or 
other Member States already benefit from various dispositions of 
the general system of tax and duty-free allowances applicable to 
normal Imports, and some of which Indeed have been specially 
adopted with them In vlew.(1) 

These dispositions wll I evidently be affected by any general 
llberallsat ion and simplifications proposed for tax and duty-free 
allowances on normal Imports planned for the medium term. 

(1) For example, tax and duty-free allowances for seeds, fertilizers 
etc. Imported or exported by agricultural producers to be used on 
land Immediately beside borders. 
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I .6 Education. and vocational training and guidance 

One of the areas of vital Importance for the population living In 
fr.ontler regions Is training and vocational guidance, which not 
orily contribute greatly to the development of human resources and 
regional development but also facl I I tate the cross-border mobl I lty 
of workers. Tal< I ng advantage of centers of employment on eIther 
side of borders presupposes knowing the needs of the frontier 
regions and, consequently, coordinating and planning educational 
and vocational training structures and programmes. Furthermore, It 
Is Important for people living In the frontier regions to have 
access to education and training structures In neighbouring 
countries. 

A number of Initiatives have been taken on a bilateral basis to 
estab I Ish cooperation between cross-border authorItIes. FrontIer 
programmemes of this type In the Halnault Nord-Pas de Calais region 
have stressed the Importance of fostering cooperation on a sectoral 
level, bringing together the various parties (I.e. employment, 
training, education, and social partners) with a view to gearing 
educational and training programmes to the technological 
development needs of regional job-providers. 

A project developed In the Meuse-Rhlne Eureglo under! !ned the need 
for a "joint vocational training center"" to "contribute to 
Improving the flow of Information on new technological developments 
to teachIng centers to enab I e them to keep adapt lng to 
requirements". 

Other activities concern the creation of a "training observatory" 
and a "transfrontier educational space" (Pacte), the creation of 
joint diplomas and an Interregional students' card (Reglo), the 
setting-up of a supra-regional training Institute (Eureglo) and the 
organization of a three-year training course for persons 
responsible for vocat lonal training and employment (RhOne Alpes -
Piedmont). 
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Action programmemes have also brought out the need for developing 
I anguage exchanges and for IntensIve I anguage courses for workers 
In transfrontler companies (e.g. Nord-Pas de Calais- Kent and 
Rh~ne Alpes- Baden-WUrtemberg). 

It Is worth noting that the European Economic Community provides 
support -under the structural funds In particular- for this type 
of cooperation In the field of education and vocational training. 

Under the European Social Fund guidelines defining the majn thrust 
of training and employment pol Icy for objectives 3 and 4, 
transnational activities- mainly at cross-border level -are to be 
treated as a priority Issue. These are activities engaged on In 
common by training organizations from two or more ~ember States, or 
recognized at Community level, Involving exchange schemes for 
training programmemes, Instructors and trainees and having a 
multlpl ler function at Community level (Commission Communication on 
the ESF guidel lnes, 89/C 45/04, see Chapter V, ~oint 6). 

In this context It should also be noted that the INTERREG programme 
Is aimed at, among other things, the promotion of vocational 
training and gives priority to projects with a cross-border 
dimension. 

At Community level, the EEC has also undertaken several Important 
actions In the field of education and vocational training. European 
Community programmes pay special attention to the Community 
dlmenson provided by transnational partnerships, exchanges, Joint 
programmes, posslbl J ltles of transferring academic credits, 
academic recognition of diplomas and study periods abroad, 
Community language learning, etc. Nevertheless such programmes do 
not contain specific measures or priorities In relation to 
cooperation in cross-border areas. 

A particular focus on transfrontier alI lances has been proposed by 
the Commission for the FORCE programme on the development of 
continuing vocational training. In this programme It Is planned to 
establIsh regional consortia with particular reference to frontier 
workers and to promote schemes for the staff of smal I businesses to 
develop a partnership strategy within cross-border all lances. 
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With a view to promoting worker mobl I lty In Europe, the Commission 
has also made an effort to Improve the provision of vocational 
guidance, reflected on the one hand In the Commission's support of 
a number of studies relating to vocational guidance and on the 
other In certain programmes (TRANSITION, PETRA) establishing 
cooperative I Inks In this field In border areas. 

The Commission has taken steps to promote the production of a 
handbook providing key Information on guidance services throughout 
the Community. This Initiative forms part of the wider Commission 
proposal to establIsh a European network of national contact points 
or centres to develop and update data for use by guidance services 
In a I I Member States. In addItIon, a number of case studIes have 
re~eritly been carried out, under the aegis of CEDEFOP, on the 
cooperation of guidance services In frontier regions. 
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1.7 The social partners In the frontier regions 

Generally speaking, the trade unions and the employers' 
organizations hold regular talks on the problems facing frontier 
workers, or at least take part In them. 

In July 1990, as part or the social dialogue at Community level, 
the social partners drew up a joint opinion on the prospects for a 
European labour market. This Is devoted to the creation of a 
"European space" for vocational and geographical mobility and to 
Improvements In the way the European Job market operates. The 
socl~l partners pay special attention to questions affecting 
frontier regions and agree that the "labour market" working party 
should devote more attention to the modernization of existing 
structures and the way public employment agencies work, with 
spec I a I reference to t ransfront I er regIons. To thIs end, they are 
prepared to take a part In trying out the guld61 lnes expressed In 
their Joint opinion, calling for a transrront ler approach which 
will br lng out such regions' needs and potentIa I In terms of jobs 
and qual lflcatlons. 

Improved cross-border cooper at I on between the soc Ia I partners Is 
I lkely to be very helpful In solving the problems encountered by 
frontIer workers. It Is worth notIng here that the European Trade 
Union Confederation set up Inter-regional councils (the C.S.I) In 
1976 to strengthen cooperation between trade unions In border 
regions. The first such committee was for the Saar-Lorraine
Luxembourg region and was followed by ten or so more. 

The prime task of these committees remains that of looking Into the 
problems of frontier workers. The C.S.I. have at the same time 
volunteered to take up the whole question of the economic and 
social development or the regions concerned. 
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Thus, the Inter-regional committee for Nord-Pas-de-Calals-Halnault
We~tern Flanders organized a seminar on the· economic and social 
repercussions of the Channel Tunnel, whl le the PED Inter-regional 
council has concentrated on the Pdle Europeen de Developpement 
(PED), set up In 1985 to assist In the economic restructur lng of 
the old steel and mining areas. 
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1.8 Cooperation between regional and local authorities 

With Community support, cooperation between regional and local 
authorities across national borders has been steadily Increasing 
during the past decade or so. 

Agreement on frameworks for cooperation between border regions has 
been encouraged through joint studies financed by the European 
Commun 1 ty. such frameworks have been estab r r shed for areas a long 
the borders of Germany-Netherlands, Netherlands-Belgium, Belgium
France, France-Luxembourg-Germany and France-Spain. In some cases 
the creation of frameworks has been followed by the adopt ron of 
joint development programmemes between lo9al and regional authorities 
such as Ems Do!lart (N-G), Eureglo (N-G), Reglo Rheln-Waal (N-G), 
Eureglo Maas-Rheln (N-G-8), Saar-Lorraine-Luxembourg (F-G-L), 
Pyrenees ( F-Sp) and COTRAO (F-Sw-1 t). In genera I the frameworks 
and joint programmemes are the subject of Informal agreements between 
the regional and local authorities on either side of the frontier. 

r n 1981 the Counc I I of Europe adopted a framework convent ron for 
cross-border cooper at I on between reg rona r and toea I author r t! es. 
Member States have been slow to Introduce forma! legal agreements 
within this framework. In some cases this has been an Impediment to 
the further development of practical cooperation at local and 
regional level. 

In 1988 the CommIssIon estab I I shed the Consu I tat I ve Counc I I of 
Reg 1 ona 1 and Loca I Author It I es to advIse on the deve r opment and 
Implementation of Community policies from the local and regional 
perspect 1 ve. ThIs Counc I 1 has expressed strong support for the 
idea of introducing a Community legal Instrument to fact !I tate 
cooperation agreements between regional and local authorities, not 
only In border areas but throughout the Community. The Commission 
Is currently examining this Issue and may consider putting forward 
proposals once Its examination of the political, legal and 
administrative Issues has been completed. 
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I I. FRONTIER WORKERS 

11.1. Bight of residence 

Community law- In the form of the Treaty establ lshlng the European 
Economic Community- grants the right of residence to nationals of 
Member States pursuing activities as employed or self-employed 
persons In the territory of another Member State. Exercise of an 
economic activity necessarl ly brings with It the right of residence 
fn· the Member State where the worK Is performed. This principle 
applles, of course, to frontier worKers too. 

Secondary Community leglslatlonC1) contains a number of specific 
provisions In this respect. In principle, employed and self
employed persons must asK the authorItIes In the Member State In 
which they are worKing for a residence permit. 

However, as far as employed frontier worKers are concerned, Article 
8 (1) of Directive 68/360 says that: "Member States shal I, without 
IssuIng a res I dance permIt, recognIze the rIght of res I dance 1 n 
their territory of: (b) a worKer who, whl le having his 
residence In the territory of a Member State to which he returns as 
a rule, each day or at least once a weeK, Is employed In the 
territory of another Member State. The competent authority of the 
State where he Is employed may Issue such worKer with a special 
permIt va II d for fIve years and automat I ca II y renewab I e". No such 
provision is made for self-employed frontier workers, who have to 
apply for a normal residence permit to cover their presence on the 
territory during the exercise of their self-employed activity 
although their normal residence remains in another Member State. 

(1) Councl I Directive 68/360/EEC of 15 October 1968 on the abo! ltlon of 
restrictions on the movement and residence within the Community of 
workers of Member States and their faml 1 les (OJ L 257 of 
1 9 : 1 0 . 1 968 • p . 1 3 ) . 
Council Directive 73/148/EEC of 21 May 1973 on the abolition of 
restrictions on the movement and residence of nationals of Member 
States within the Community with regard to settlement and provision 
of services (OJ L 172 of 28.6.1973, p. 14). 
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Article 2 of Commission Regulation (EEC) 1251/70 of 29 June 1970 on 
the right of workers to remain In the territory of a Member State 
after having been employed In that StateC2>, stipulates In para 1 
C): 

1. The following shall have the right to remain permanently In the 
territory of a Member State: 

c) a worker who, after three years' cant lnuous employment and 
residence In the territory of that State, works as an employed 
person In the territory of another Member State, while 
retaining his residence In the territory of the first State, to 
which he returns, as a rule, each day or at least once a week. 

Here; consideration might be given to reducing the employment and 
residence duration conditions and extending the field of 
application to workers In paid employment In the territory of a 
non-member country. 

However, It has to be stressed that, gIven the present state of 
Community law, a national of one Member State may not settle with 
his family In a frontier zone of a second Member State with the 
Intention of taking up an employed activity In a third Member State 
or In a non-member country. Current legal texts on freedom of 
movement do not provIde for a rIght of resIdence In the second 
Member State In such cases. 

What might at first sight seem to be an unsatisfactory situation 
has now found a solut lon In that, on 28 June 1990, the Council 
approved proposals for directives on the right of residence, 
whereby the worker merely has to comply with the Income and social 
Insurance conditions laid down 1n the said texts. It has to be 
pointed out, though, that the Member States have been given untl I 
30 June 1992 to transpose these directives Into national law. 

(2) OJ L 142 of 30.6.1970 
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11.2 Job market - SEPOC- temporary workers 

Workers' Information on the state of the job market Is based on 
Job vacancies and appl lcatlons In the press, In the other 
media, at pub I lc employment agencies and at private recruitment 
and temporary staff bureaux. 

Frontier workers are poorly served by these Information sources 
and It must be said that there Is a need for other Information 
channels. Chapter I I of Regulation 1612/68/EEC provides for the 
creation of a European System for the International Clearing of 
~acancles and Appl lcatlons for Employment (SEDOC). 

This system was set up In the 1970s, but Is no longer suited to 
the current situation on the European Job market. and the 
Commission set about reorganizing lt. A specific border-area
oriented Instrument known as JET (Job Euro Transfer) was 
studied with a view to fact I ltatlng the exchange of Job 
vacancies and appl !cations between the pub! lc employment 
services In border regions. 

This proJect was set up at the Initiative of the Federal German 
Labour Agency and the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs and 
Employment, with the backing of the Commission. It provides a 
link between five local employment agencies on either side of 
the Dutch-German border In the Eureglo~ 

The main functions of the computerized system are: 

recording of job vacancies and appl lcatlons 
Information updating 
multi-criteria search 
matching of vacancies with appl !cations 
useful Information printouts for operators, job-seekers and 
employers 
automatic transfer of fl les 
al lgnment of job descriptions. 
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In more general terms, the Commission has organized a number of 
seminars and meetings with employment agencies In frontier regions, 
generating greatly Improved cooperation between the Member States' 
frontier employment services. Local agencies are Increasingly 
receiving requests from employers or col leagues on the other side 
of national borders for details of Job vacancies and appl lcatlons. 
However, the scale of these activities depends very much on 
personal contacts between officials working at the agencies. 

Given the temporary or seasonal nature of a number of front ler 
Jobs, there are several temporary staff agencies operating at 
present In border areas. There are doubts as to the legal status of 
this kind of transfrontler activity In the light of some countries' 
national legislation and of Community law, not to mention doubts as 
to the legislation governing the employment relationship for 
workers employed by such agencies. The Court of Justice of the EC 
has already ruled on certain aspects here (cf. Judgment of 
3.2.1982, SECO, case 62-63/81, Rep. 1982 p. 223; Judgment of 
17.12.1981, WEB, case 279.80, Rep. 1981, p. 3304). 

The Commission, mindful of the need for Community rules and 
regulations on this matter, has Included two Community Initiatives 
In Its action programme for the Charter of Fundamental Social 
Rights for Workers: 

1) Proposal for a Directive on contracts and employment 
relationships other than full-time and open-ended contracts. It 
Is worth mentioning that the Commission has recently proposed 
three directives to the Councll(1). 

2) Plans for a Community Instrument to regulate the working 
conditions appl lcable to workers from another Member State 
performing work In the host country In the framework of the 
freedom to provide services. This would Include workers 
employed by a temporary staff agency. 

(1) COM(90)228- SYN 280, SYN 281 of 13.6.1990 
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I I .3 Social security and social benefits 

Social security 

Community regulations on social securltyC1) are addressed 
prlmarl ly to frontier workers, with both specific and general 
provisions {depending on the coordination principles: equal 
treatment, abo! ltlon of residence qual lflcatlons, uniformity of 
legislation and aggregation of alI migrant workers). 

The specific provisions are as follows: 

1) Sickness Insurance 

Generally speaking, a worker resident In a t.tember State 
other than the country of employment - which by definition 
covers frontier workers - receives medical care In his 
country of residence. The same goes for members of his 
family. 

Unlike other categories of workers, frontier workers may 
opt for medical care In the t.tember State of employment. In 
this case, benefits are obtained from the competent 
Institution according to the legislation of the t.tember 
State In question, as If the person concerned I lved there. 

Members of his family may also obtain benefits In the 
territory of the Member State of employment; however, 
enjoyment of these benefits (other than In urgent cases) Is 
conditional on agreement between the two Member States 
concerned or between the competent author It les of those 
States or - fa! I lng that -on prior authorization from the 
competent Institution. 

(1) Regulations 1408/71 and 574/72, of I I .3. 



One way of providing fuller social protection for members of a 
frontier worker's faml ly might be to do away with this latter 
condlt lon, with the result that families would have a free 
choice as to which Member State they wanted to receive the 
benefits In (I.e. country of. residence or country of 
emp I oyment). 

Unlike active frontier workers, pensioners In frontier zones 
and members of their families may not- except In cases of 
Immediate need - enjoy benefits In any other than the country 
of res I dance. ThIs Is because, In most cases, pensIoners have 
no occasion to return to their former country of employment and 
are consequent I y treated the same as a II pens loners who have 
been employed In more than one Member State. 

However, pensioners may have retained links with their former 
country of emp toyment, In whIch case they ought to be a I lowed 
to seek health 'care In that country. A similar provision to 
that planned for active workers could be Introduced here. 

2) Unemolovment tnsurance(l): 
The Regulation provides for specific provisions for unemployed 
frontIer workers. Where such workers are oar t I a II y or 
IntermIt tent I y unemp I oyed, unemp I oyment benefIt Is payab I e 1 n 
accordance with the legislative provisions of the host country 
as If the worker concerned were res I dent In the terrI tory of 
that Member State (benefits being payable by the competent 
Institution). Those who are wholly unemployed, on the other 
hand, receive benefIts under the teglslat lon of their Member 
State of residence, as If they had been subject to the said 
legislation during their last period of employment (benefit 
being payable here by the Institution of the place of 
residence). In this latter Instance, according to the Judgment 
of the Court of Justice of the EC In case No 67/79 (Fe I I Inger), 
the amount payable should be calculated on the basis of the 
actual wage or salary received by the worker In his or her last 
job (and not by reference to a notional wage or salary 
determined according to the legislation In force In the country 
of resIdence). 

(1) Article 71 of Regulation 1408/71 
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Coordination problems 

Over the years, and as C0mmunlty co-ordination of Member States' 
social security has developed, a number of difficulties have 
cr.opped up - either of application or Interpretation of Community 
legislation, or due to loopholes and gaps In that legislation. 

A first category of basic problems which frequently crop up 
concern the consequences of disparities between Member States' 
1 aws. FrontIer workers are pr I mar II y affected here, but the 
problems extend to other migrant workers too. For Instance, the 
amount of benefit payable under one Member State's legislation 
may be paltry compared with benefits available In a 
neighbouring country. 

The I nequa I It I es on eIther sIde of a nat lona I border can be 
quite glaring. Other problems concern pensionable age. which 
for Instance Is 65 years In Belgium but 60 years In France. As 
far as pensions are concerned, Community regulations provide 
for amounts to be calculated pro rata to periods of activity In 
the var lous Member States. In cases where a worker has spent 
virtually all his career In Belgium, with a final spell In 
France, he will, under Community law, be ent:ltled for five 
years to no more than a paltry pro rata French pension, which 
Is not sufficient to I lve on. 

These problems have already been given plenty of airing and are 
directly connected to the absence of harmonized national 
legislation. Current regulations merely coordinate Member 
States' bodies of legislation. 

Even a partial element of convergence could alleviate such 
situations. A recommendation on the convergence of objectives 
for social security systems Is provided for under the 
Commission's action programmeme on the Implementation of the 
Community Charter of the Fundamental Social Rights of Workers. 
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Another factor Is that some schemes are currently excluded from 
the field of application of Regulation (EEC) 1408/71, 
especially the contractual schemes. What this means, for 
Instance, Is that very often a person who has taken early 
retirement cannot settle In a Member State other than the one 
which pays his pension, If the pension Is not "exportable" 
under national law and comes under a contractual scheme. 

This Is a particularly deplorable state of affairs for 
pensioners In frontier regions, who have to transfer their 
place of residence to the terrltorv of the paying country 
(unless that country has leglslat ion or there Is a bilateral 
agreement enabl lng the pension rights to be exported), although 
they have long been resident In a different Member State. 
There Is a proposal for a Regulation on unemployment and early 
retlrement<1> which alms specifically to deal with cases of 
persons taking early retirement and living In frontier regions. 
This has been before the Councl I since 1980 and has never been 
adopted because the reQuisite unanimity has not been achieved. 
A study on the extent of the problem has been launched and this 
could result In a new, updated proposal for a Regulation. 

Finally, thought has to be given to the legal significance of 
bl lateral agreements between Member States and non-member 
countries, since such agreements are particularly relevant to 
a large number of frontier workers. 

The European Commission feels that bl lateral agreements should 
be regarded as part of a Member State's body of leglslat ton, 
within the meaning of Regulation 1408/71. This means that the 
Member State which Is party to the agreement must apply the 
principle of equal treatment to nationals of other Member 
States legally residing In that country's territory. The 
Commission wl I I Initiate Infringement proceedings against 
Member States which do not apply the Regulation as reQuired. 

(1) OJ c 169 of 9.7.1980. 
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I I .4 Direct taxation 

Taxation Is still one of the major problems facing frontier 
workers. At the moment, It Is stl I I governed by a wide range of 
b I latera I agreements between Member States or wIth r.on-member 
countries aimed at overcoming the double taxation problem, I .e. 
tax on Income from work I ev I ed on frontIer workers must be 
payable either In the country of residence QL In the country of 
employment. 

At Community level, the proposal for a Dlrectlve<1> presented 
by the Commission to the Council on 21 December 1979 seeks to 
find a solution to this problem. According to Article 4, 
frontier workers would only be taxable In their country of 
residence. Should the country of employment levy tax at source, 
this would be credited against the tax payable In the country 
of residence and, If It exceeded the tax payable In the country 
of residence, the excess would be refunded. 

However, this proposal has been blocked In the Council since 
1986, mainly because the great majority of ~ember States feel 
that the problem of tax payable by frontier workers should be 
dealt with bl laterally between the Member States concerned and 
not by way of a Community Directive. ~ember States' view Is 
that each bilateral relationshiP Is different and solutions 
should be geared to specific situations. Hence, one and the 
same Member State might, depending on circumstances, apply the 
principle of taxation In the country of residence In one case 
and taxation In the country of employment In another. 

(1) OJ C21 of 26.1.1980, p.6 
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Another point Is that, despite the generally favourable reception 
from all parties of the Economic and Social Committee and despite 
the support of trade unions at Community level, the proposed 
Directive has, for political reasons, met with opposition from 
certain regional federations representing the Interests of a 
substantial number of frontier workers. Their fear Is that applying 
the principle of taxation In the country of residence would In 
certain situations - and especially that of Belgium/Luxembourg and 
Germany/Denmark- make frontier workers liable to more tax than at 
present. 

Judging by discussions In the Council, there would seem to be no 
prospect of breakIng the dead lock wIthout a Iter I ng the approach 
adop·ted In the proposa I for a DIrectIve. 

The Commission wl II be taking a look at the various possibilities 
and wl I I be reporting back In the near future. 

With the lack of progress In the Council and In the light of the 
comp I a I nts It has receIved, the CommIssIon has Introduced 
InfrIngement proceedIngs agaInst Member States on the grounds of 
discriminatory treatment of non-residents as against residents. 

The fact Is that several Member States have legislation making the 
application of certain tax provisions or the granting of certain 
tax advantages conditional upon residence (e.g. tax deductions, 
certain allowances, e.g. for handicapped persons and children In 
care, tax treatment of non-res I dents regarded as sIng I e persons 
regardless of their actual situation). 
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Of course, the principle of non-discrimination between Community 
ard national workers appl les to frontier workers too. Under Article 
7 (2) of Regulation 1612/68, frontier workers from a ~ember State 
of the Community enjoy the same social and tax advantages as 
workers who are nationals of the country of employment. Judgments 
handed down by the Court of JustIce of the European CommunItIes 
establish that the equal treatment rules prohibit not only open 
discrimination based on national lty, but also any concealed form of 
discrimination having the same result by applying other distinction 
criteria, e.g. place of origin or domlcl le. This Is highly 
Important from the point of view of frontier workers who, by 
definition, are resident In a different ~ember State from the one 
In which they are employed. The principle of equal treatment can 
thus' be a central element In dealing with certain problems 
encountered by frontier workers In terms of tax. 

The Court of Justice of the EC has recently handed down a 
judgmentCl> which states that the principle of equal treatment Is 
also applicable to Income tax. It Is therefore contrary to 
Community law to make reimbursement of an overpayment of Income 
tax dependent on permanent residence In the national territory. 

(1) Judgment of 8 ~ay 1990, case 175/88 
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I I .5 Monetary ayestlons 

The frontier worker I lves In two monetary zones. He earns his pay 
In the currency of the country of employment and he spends It, for 
the most part, In his country of residence. In so doing, he Incurs 
additional expenses, which may be of a monetary nature resulting 
from exchange rate fluctuatIons (whIch may or may not ar 1 se from 
currency rea I I gnments) or may take the form of bank charges on 
monetary transactions. Another supplementary expense might arise 
from a divergent trend between the level of pay In the country of 
employment and the level of prices In the country of residence. 

Most cross-border movements are Into monetary zones regarded as 
relatively more stable. For Instance, the number of frontier 
workers entering the Federal Republic of Germany from France Is put 
at 35 000, compared with only 1 000 In the opposite direction. 
Similarly, In 1987 an estimated 4 000 people.travelled from the 
Netherlands to Belgium to work, compared with 16 000 In the 
opposite direction. 

ThIs does not mean to say, however, that monetary movements will 
work to the advantage of most frontier workers. The fact Is that a 
change In the ex change rate can oft en be seen as a correct I ve 
mechanism for divergent price trends In the country of employment 
and the country of residence. Even In cases where a worker's 
purchasing power Increases either as a result of devaluation In the 
country of residence or revaluation In the country of employment, 
It Is Important to remember that this may result from prices rising 
faster In the country of residence or levels of pay rising more 
slowly In the country of employment. 

Generally speaking, very little government effort has gone Into 
compensating frontier workers for this type of risk, although some 
steps have been taken In certain countries. One example Is the 
compensatory allowance Introduced by the Belgian government In 1978 
and payable to Belgian workers with Jobs In France. Payment of 
this allowance Is due to cease on 31 March 1991. 
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In terms of attracting frontier workers, the level of pay Is a more 
Important factor than the exchange cost and risk. Interestingly, 
there were Inter-front ler agreements In the 1980s between French 
employers and Belgian trade unions In a number of sectors (e.g. 
textiles, steel, metalworking, building, etc), whereby an 
adjustment coefficient was applied up to 31 December 1989. This 
can be seen as an example of a solution reached at Inter-regional 
level by the social partners In particular Industries. 
With exchange rates settling down from the mld-1980s within the 
European ~onetary System snake, specific crossborder measures have 
tended to die out. Economic and monetary union, which Is to be 
established In stages under a European Council decision taken In 
~ay 1990, wl I I solve the monetary problems of frontier workers once 
and for alI. 

It Is only by Introducing fixed rates of exchange between the 
Community ~ember States- culminating In a European currency- that 
frontier workers will be rid of these problems. and this will In 
turn constitute a major psychological and real boost to crossborder 
mob Ill ty. 

Another problem with which frontier workers have to contend Is that 
of bank accounts and transfers of funds. This problem has so far 
been dealt with under bl lateral agreements between the ~ember 

States concerned, but a partial solution should come with the free 
movement of capital. For most ~ember States restrictions on capital 
movements were el lmlnated by Directive 88/361/EEC of 24 June 1988. 
However, there may still be cash-flow problems, particularly with 
the high cost of transferring funds. The Commission has already 
started work on tackl lng these problems, as out I lned In Its 
Communication of 26 September 1990 (C0~(90)447 fin.), but some are 
sure to persist along the Community's external borders. 
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Housing In frontier zones 

With the liberalization of capital movements under the Single 
Market, housing purchase or rental should no longer present a 
problem In terms of transferring money to service rent or 
mortgage repayments, nor should there be any difficulty In 
obtaining a mortgage In either currency on either side of the 
border. This wl I I not apply, of course, to transfers of funds 
on the part of Community citizens working In an adjoining non
member country. The solution to thIs prob I em m lght be the 
European Economic Space {EEC-EFTA) project for the free 
movement of capital. 

In another sector whose Importance Is obvious, that of 
subsidized housing, It seems there are no problems. 
Governments grant some kInd of subsIdy and make the housIng 
aval lable to residents under certain condltrons. 

Regulation 1612/68 provides for eQual treatment between workers 
In a Member State. Article 9 says that "a worker who Is a 
national of a Member State and who Is employed In the territory 
of another Member State shall enjoy alI the rights and benefits 
accorded to national workers In matters of housing, Including 
ownership of the housing he needs". However, these provisions 
do not cover a worker whose country of resIdence Is not the 
country of employment. 

Where a frontier worker Is I !able to Income tax In his country 
of employment, the country of residence, which has to provide 
the Infrastructure, loses out. This Is why, to take an 
example, the regional authorities In Geneva Canton and the two 
French departements of Aln and Haute Savoie have reached an 
agreement whereby almost a half of the Income tax levied on the 
wages and salaries of French workers In Switzerland Is 
transferred to the French authorities to finance Infrastructure 
work, Including housing. 

This example shows that, In specific situations, solutions can 
be found to specific problems, and these could serve as a model 
for the other frontier regions. It might be useful to draw up 
an Inventory of national, regional and local agreements of this 
kind to help frontier regions to find solutions to their 
particular problems. 



II. 7 Vocational tralnlno and recognition of dlo!omas and 
auallflcatlons 

Vocational training Is one of the central elements of problems 
and grievances raised by frontier workers, given that an 
Inadequate level of vocational training wil I leave such workers 
vunerable to the effects of changes In the economic cycle. 
Community legislation enshrines the principle of non
·dlscrimlnatlon on the grounds of nationality between nationals 
of a Member State and those of other Member States working on 
the territory. This appl les to vocational Integration and 
redeployment and to training In vocational schools and 
retraining centres. 

At any event, frontier workers can take 
activities undertaken In this field for 

advantage of 
the benefIt 

any 
of 

residents of cross-border regions, In the form of cooperation 
between these regions (cf. Part 1.6). 

Another problem facing frontier workers concerns recognition of 
their diplomas and vocational qual lflcatlons In the country of 
employment. 

This problem mainly concerns "regulated" professional 
activities, the exercise of which Is subject to certain 
conditions, notably as to workers' qual iflcatlons. ExE~cising 

such activities has been considerably eased by the large number 
of Directives providing for the recognition of vocational 
qualifications, the latest In the series being the Council 
DIrectIve of 21 December 1988 on a genera I system for the 
recognition of higher-education diplomas awarded on completion 
of professional education and training of at least three years' 
duratIon< 1). 

It Is also worth mentioning the progress made In the 
equlv~lence of vocational training qual lflcatlons between 
Community Member States. This should foster labour mobl I ity for 
al 1 the occupations studied as .Part of this survey by ensuring 
that appropriate Information Is aval table on the qual lflcations 
of the workers concerned. 

(1) Di.rectlve 89/48/EEC, OJ L 19 of 24 January 1989. 
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One final point Is that, In addition to work undert~ken by the 
Commission of the European Communities, some Member States have 
set up programmemes for the equivalence of vocational training 
courses In neighbouring countries. 

For Instance, a pilot scheme In the Dutch-German border area 
enables persons undergoing vocational training to achieve 
equivalent levels of training as certified by frontier training 
organizations in the textile and metal Industries. 
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Information 

Information requirements In frontier zones cover not only the 
employment market, type of company activity and Job openings, 
but also associated factors such as education and vocational 
training, equivalence of diplomas and vocational training 
qualifications, and the type of people employers are looking 
for and the general quality of I lfe. 

There Is a substantial Information need as regards means of 
communication and transport, social security and taxation. 

Much of this Information wl II be aval !able from the Information 
sect !on of the SEDOC system, whIch Is about to undergo major 
reorganization. In the part dealing specifically with border 
Issues, the JET system (cf. 111.2) can easily Incorporate 
Information on a variety of fields In addition to job 
Information proper . 
. 
The reexamination of the SEDOC system has also hlghl lghted the 
lack of a "human Interface". Although the counsel I log and 
guidance function Is recognized In national placement and 
recruitment systems, not much has been done on this score (with 
a few exceptions) In Community terms. Training of "Euro
Counsellors" for employment agencies In all Member States Is 
I nd I spensab I e. These shou I d be capab I e not just of matchIng 
job vacancies and Job applications In the Community, but also 
of giving Information and guidance to Job-seekers and employers 
In fields requiring mobil tty I Ike these mentioned above. 

Other organ I sat Ions apart from the CommunIty are actIve at 
various levels In Informing frontier workers. The European 
Commission supports these, and believes that Increasing co
operation between pub! lc national, regional, and local 
administrations, plus concerned soclo-professlonal 
organisations and trade-unions- could play an Important part In 
the process. 
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In this respect It Is Interest lng to note that the Pact (Euro
reglon "Nord-Pas de Calais - Halnaut) planning Is underway to 
set up Information and help facilities for frontier workers. 
These facl I ltles would have many spheres of activity and would 
be based on a broad partnership between public and private 
bodies, social partners etc. 

Trade-unions also can play an Important part In Informing 
frontier workers. Since the passing on of correct Information 
lmpl les specific training, the European Commission agrees with 
the C.E.S. that It Is necessary to train trade union delegates 
properly. 
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Special problems of persons resident In Community border areas 
and working In non-member countries 

The legal situation of Community frontier residents working In 
third countries differs from that of those working within the 
E.E.C. Community regulations on the free movement of persons In 
principle concerns those working on Community territory. 

A number of problems encountered by Community frontier workers 
employed In neighbour log non-member countr les have been 
broached In previous chapters (e.g. right of residence, social 
security, etc). 

Solutions to most of the problems facing such workers are to be 
found mainly at bl lateral level, I.e. by agreement between the 
authorities of the two countries concerned. 

MentIon must a I so be made, though, of the projected European 
Economic Space (EEC-EFTA), which might provide a suitable 
framework for deal log with some of these problems. 

However, even If thIs covers a I arge number of th·e workers 
concerned (v. Community workers In Switzerland) the situation 
of Community frontier workers In Poland or Jugoslavia for 
example would not be covered, and therefore specific 
regulations would be required. 
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